A comparison of methods to predict mortality of intensive care unit patients.
This paper presents results of the first study explicitly designed to compare three methods for predicting hospital mortality of ICU patients: the Acute Physiology Score (APS), the Simplified Acute Physiology Score (SAPS), and the Mortality Prediction Model (MPM). With respect to sensitivity, specificity, and total correct classification rates, these methods performed comparably on a cohort of 1,997 consecutive ICU admissions. In these patients from a single hospital, the APS overestimated and the SAPS underestimated the probability of hospital mortality. The MPM probabilities most closely matched the observed outcomes. Each method holds considerable promise for assessing the severity of illness of critically ill patients. The MPM should be particularly useful for comparing ICU performance, since it is independent of ICU treatment and can be calculated at the time a patient is admitted.